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We start this new decade putting the spotlight on Household, Consumer, and Sustainable
Finance. There will be three top tier conferences targeting these topics during the year. Stay
tuned for more info.
Also, don't miss the Swedish House of Finance podcast series. Our latest episode comes in a
new format: A co-production with the young Swedish podcast "Kapitalet".
Be up to date on what is happening in financial research!

Women in Finance Talk
Did you miss our event on how to enhance
equal representation in the field of finance?
Take the chance to catch up on the
discussions and listen to what speakers such
as Anna Stenberg, Ann Grevelius, and PärJörgen Pärson have to say about today's
finance industry. Filmed presentations and
discussions are available here.
An extra feature from this event is our podcast
episode 4 - co-produced with Kapitalet in English language. Listen to their interview with Ylva
Baeckstrom and Ann Grevelius here.

Skandia Award 2019
How can policy makers use behavioral
economics in the design of retirement savings
policies? Professor Brigitte Madrian, the 2019
recipient of the Skandia Award presented her
research at a seminar at the Swedish House
of Finance. The filmed presentation can be
watched here.

Does Cash Flow News impact
stock market prices?
Congratulations Riccardo Sabbatucci whose
paper “Cash Flow News and Stock Price
Dynamics” was recently accepted for
publication in the Journal of Finance. Read
more about the paper here.

News
The world's highest carbon tax
The Swedish carbon tax introduced in 1991 has not been as efficient as previously reported,
says Per Strömberg in the SVT interview. Read more here.
Fewer listed companies may impact consumers
Alexander Ljungqvist is building a unique infrastructure in financial economics, with the
support of the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation. Read more about it here.
Households overestimate their financial and environmental knowledge
How do Swedish households relate to climate change and to sustainable investments? New
research by Anders Anderson and David Robinson explore the topic. Read more here.

Can investors time
their exposure to
private equity?

Risk premia in the
foreign exchange
market.

Fifth European
Workshop on
Household Finance

February 6, 16:30-18:00
Private equity performance,
both for buyouts and venture
capital, has been highly
cyclical: periods of high
fundraising have been
followed by periods of low
performance. Read more and
sign up here.

March 24, 8:00-9:15
Irina Zviadadze's research is
focused on understanding the
sources of risk premia in the
foreign exchange market,
understanding properties of
the term structures of asset
prices, and developing
diagnostics methods for
macro-based asset pricing
models. SAVE THE DATE.

May 7-9
The CEPR Network on
Household Finance and
Swedish House of Finance
are organising the Fifth
European Household Finance
Workshop with the support of
the Think Forward Initiative
(TFI) and EIEF. More
information here.

About us
The Swedish House of Finance at the Stockholm School of Economics is Sweden’s national
research center for financial economics. It hosts internationally distinguished researchers, and
enables financial research and development of the highest quality.
The center serves as an independent platform where academia and both the private and public
financial sectors can exchange knowledge, foster new ideas and gain access to a global network
of the most prominent researchers in finance.
The Swedish House of Finance is an equally private and government funded, nonprofit,
nonpartisan organization. It hosts approximately 70 researchers, consisting of resident and
affiliated professors as well as PhD students.
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